ARH 326K MYTH/IMAGE GREEK/ROMN MEDITER
ARH 327N ART/POLITICS IMPERIAL ROME
ARH 327R ART IN LIVES ORDINARY ROMANS
ARH 327S ART/POLITICS REPUBLICAN ROME
ARH 331J ART/SPECTATOR MED/REN ART-ITA
ARH 331K EARLY ITALIAN RENAISSANCE ART
ARH 331P ART/CITY IN RENAISSANCE ITALY
ARH 362 ART & POLIT IN REPUBLICAN ROME
ARH 364 ART/GEOLGY/PLACE IN ITALY
ARH 364 MICHAELANGELO AND HIS WORLD
ARH 374 ART & EXPER IN CENT ITALY-ITA
C C 302 INTRO TO ANCIENT ROME-WB
C C 302 INTRODUCTION TO ANCIENT ROME
C C 303 INTRODUCTION TO CLASSICAL MYTHOLBY-WB
C C 303 INTRO TO CLASSICAL MYTHOLOGY
C C 304C CLASSICAL MYTHOLOGY & OCCULT
C C 307D INTRO TO ROMAN ARCHAEOLOGY
C C 319D ANCIENT MEDITERRANEAN WORLD
C C 340 2-ART/POLITICS IMPERIAL WORLD (ARH 327N)
C C 340 6-FOOD/HLTH/CUL ANCT MEDITERR
C C 340 PEOPLE & PLACES OF ANC ITALY-W
C C 348 THE FLAVIAN EMPIRE IN ROME
C C 348 AFRICA AND ROME
HIS 321M HIST OF ROME: THE REPUBLIC
ITC 330 ROME SETS THE STAGE-ITA
ITC 337 ITALIAN MASTERPIECES
ITC 338 ITALIAN TELEVISION ADVERTISING (EUS 347)
ITC 348 DANTE
ITC 349 ITALIAN NEOREALISM
ITC 349 ITALIAN RENAISSANCE
ITC 349 LIT/ART FLORENCE AT THE RENAI
ITC 349 ROME: WORDS/IMAGES/MUSIC-ITA
ITC 349 WOMEN & POST-WAR ITALIAN FILMS
ITC 349 WWII & ANTIFASCISM IN ITL FILM
ITC 349 VAMPS, STARS, AND THE DIVA
ITC 349 EVOL OF ITALIAN NARRATIVE-ITA
ITC 349 2-DANTE
ITL 321 INTRO TO ITALIAN LITERATURE
ITL 330 LANG OF ITAL CRIME FICTION
ITL 330K 1-CHANGE/VAR CONTEMP ITALIAN
ITL 347 ITALIAN POPULAR CINEMA
ITL 348 ITALIAN DRAMA WORKSHOP
ITL 375 IMAGES OF WOMEN IN MOD ITL CUL
ITL 375 1 WRTNG FASCISM: WRTNG RESIS
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